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Workshop Outline






WRITE: Genre, market, readership expectations,
writing habits, how to know thyself, POV, voice, first
lines, character/world building, manuscript readiness,
five keys to revision.
SELL: Queries, synopsis, guidelines, publication and
agent options in a changing world, working with
editors, assessors, critical friends.
PROMOTE: Social media, PR and self-promotion,
what's your next step, go for the unrealistic!

Genre Fiction Verses

Genre fiction, also known as popular fiction, is a term for fictional works (novels,
short stories, novellas) written with the intent of fitting into a specific literary
genre in order to appeal to readers and fans already familiar with that genre.

What's Your Genre
Anti-genre



Metafiction



Adventure



Non-fiction novel



Chick lit



Picaresque novel



Coming of age



Political novel



Comic



Psychological novel



Crime fiction



Romance



Epistolary novel



Science fiction



Fantasy

 Speculative Fiction



Gothic

 Spy



Historical

 Thriller



Horror

 Westerns



Magical Realism

 YA



What You'll Need to Write



A room with a door



A schedule



A lot of Discipline

Know Thyself


Why you write



What your core values are



How to call up your Muse
I want to be a novelist!
Why do I want that?
So I can . . .
Why do I want that?
So . .
Why . . .
John Collier : Priestess of Delphi (1891)

Character and Voice Mother, I am in love with a robot.
No. She isn’t going to like that.
Mother, I am in love.
Are you, darling?
Oh, yes, Mother, yes I am. His hair is auburn,
and his eyes are very large. Like amber. And his
skin is silver.
Silence.
Mother. I’m in love.
With whom, dear?
His name is Silver.
How metallic.
Yes. It stands for Silver Ionized Locomotive
Verisimulated Electronic Robot.
Silence. Silence. Silence.
Mother….
—From Tanith Lee's The Silver Metal Lover
(1981)

st
1

Person

First person: (includes the
thoughts and perspective of
one main character, who's
telling his/her own story)

Character and Voice-

nd
2

Person

You are not the kind of guy who would be at a
place like this at this time of the morning. But
here you are, and you cannot say that the
terrain is entirely unfamiliar, although the details
are fuzzy. You are at a night club, talking to a
girl with a shaved head. The club is either
Heartbreak or Lizard Lounge. All might become
clear if you could just slip into the bathroom and
do a little more Bolivian Marching Powder. Then
again it might not. A small voice inside you
insists that this epidemic lack of clarity is a
result of too much of that already.
—Opening lines of Jay McInerney's Bright
Lights, Big City (1984)

Second person: (turns the
reader into the character)

Character and Voice -

rd
3

Person

Cotton Malone stared straight into the face of
trouble. Outside his bookshop's open front door
stood his ex-wife, the last person on earth he'd
expected to see. He quickly registered panic in
her tired eyes, remembered the pounding that
had awoken him a few minute before and
instantly thought of his son.

'Where's Gary?' he asked.
'You son of a bitch. They took him. Because
of you. They took him.' She lunged forward, her
closed fists crashing down onto his shoulders.
'You sorry son of a bitch. . .

—Opening lines of Steve Berry's The Alexandria
Link (2007)
Third person selective
singular: (includes the
thoughts and perspective of
one main character)

Exercise #1

Note three personality traits then write a single sentence
1st person POV.

Exercise #2

Write three personality traits and then a single sentence
in his voice, 2nd person POV.

Exercise #3

Write three personality traits and then a single sentence
in his voice, 3rd person POV.

Opening Lines


















THE UH-OH FACTOR: The end of the world started when a pegasus landed on the hood of my car. - Rick
Riordan (SF Fantasy)
THE PROBLEM: Physicist Leonardo Vetra smelled burning flesh, and he knew it was his own. - Dan
Brown, Angels and Demons (Thriller)
THE QUESTION: What can you say about a twenty-five-year-old girl who died? - Erich Segal, Love Story
(romance/drama)
A COMPELLING CHARACTER: Ten days after the war ended, my sister Laura drove a car off a bridge. Margaret Atwood, The Blind Assassin (Speculative Fiction)
A COMPELLING MOOD: Much later, as he sat with his back against an inside wall of a Motel 6 just north
of Phoenix, watching the pool of blood lap toward him, Driver would wonder whether he had made a terrible
mistake. - James Sallis, Drive (Crime)
A COMPELLING PLACE: The sky was white with cloud and the ocean still and reflective. Isobelle
Carmody, Darkfall (Fantasy)

A COMPELLING HISTORY: No one knows how the first Dragoneyes made their dangerous bargain with
the twelve energy dragons of good fortune. Alison Goodman, Two Pearls of Wisdom (Fantasy YA)
A COMPELLING DIALOG: Emma, this is your final warning. Kylie Chan, White Tiger (Fantasy)
A COMPELLING OBJECT: Once upon a time, in winter, there was a mirror. Tanith Lee, White as Snow
(Fairytale retelling)

Character Checklist


Attributes



Flaws



Goals



Inner conflicts



Outer conflicts



Relationships



Power



More links

World Building Checklist


Show don't tell



Use all five senses



Give it personality



Friend or foe?







How does
environment shape
characters?
How does
environment shape
politics?
Micro and
macrocosims

Manuscript Readiness - Revision


Point of view



Time as structure



Detail



Dialog



Register



More Links

JG Ballard – Crash original MS

Point of View
When seen as more than an exercise in ‘polishing narrative’ revision
becomes an opportunity to develop ideas, expand characters and
clarify meaning.

1. POV shows who is telling the story.
2. POV determines the voice and
character development
3. POV can change

Ask:
1) Can the character know this?
2) Are the shifting POVs clear, seamless and easy to follow?
3) Is meaning enhanced by the POV or confused?

Time as Structure

A sense of time gives structure to a story, supports changes in POV
and contributes to meaning through detail and tempo.
Questions to ask:
1) How can a sense of time enhance meaning? Back story?
2) How much time has elapsed?
3) Does this time sequence make sense?

Details

The fine details of the story help situate the reader and convey deep
layers of meaning. Use not just detail of landscape and character but
of language, history and culture

Questions to ask:
1) Do the details enhance world building and the meaning?
2) Are they used to move the story forward?
3) Do they seed other parts of the story adding to plot/hooks/twists?

Dialogue
Good dialog sounds like real conversation
but it has different structures and features.
An actual conversation can be stilted,
confusing, repetitive, fragmentary, and
‘unreal’ because the mind is not used to
converting pure speech into text. Dialog in
narrative needs to be tightly structured,
and it needs a purpose.
Questions to ask:

1) Can the dialog be shorter and say the
same thing?
2) Does it reveal character? Plot? Action?

3) Is it conversational when read aloud?

Register

Register describes the way language is used in different situations.
Awareness of this can allow the writer to reveal meaning in a particularly
subtle way—through vocalization, the nature of the characters and their
idiosyncrasies.
Questions to ask
1) Are scenes depicted in ways that support the meaning of the
character or conflict?
2) Is the tone of the dialog consistent with the background of the
speaker?
3) How can environment and action support characterization further?

Query Letters




This is the essential sales pitch for
your work. Make it a ripper!
Specs: Single spaced. 12 point font.
Everything aligned along the left
margin. No paragraph indentations,
but a space between each
paragraph. One-page only!



Queries have three paras:



Para one - the hook



Para two - the mini synopsis



Para three - your bio



Keep tone professional & inciting



How to write a query letter - Link

Synopsis


Follow guidelines



Start with a hook



Introduce key characters



Tell motivations, conflicts, goals



Give the high points order



Include crisis and resolution



Rewrite until polished



Samples and links

The Sample Chapters
Five Reasons Readers Stop Reading (in the First Few Pages)













Nothing happens (ask
what's the conflict?)
Flat voice (read aloud,
rethink POV)

Inconsistencies (check your
story logic)
Back story (not in chapter
one)
Hesitant, cliché, confusing
(revise!)
Dealing with rejection (or . . .
each rejection is a step
closer to publication

Notes on Rejection
‘Reconsider what a rejection slip
means—you have written a novel!
Congratulations! You are one step closer
to being published!

Substitute a word with ‘no charge’ for
the word ‘rejection’.
They would have made an offer, but
they didn’t like my underpants.’
‘It’s easy for published authors; they’ve
already sold their underpants.’
‘Thank you for sending your underpants.
Unfortunately they do not fit our current
editor’s needs.’

Rejection and Underpants part 1
Rejection and Underpants part 2

Finding an Agent or Publisher



Research



Query



Festivals



Conventions

Follow the Guidelines
Ethan Ellenbergy Agency
For fiction, your submission should include in the body
of the email:
a brief query letter
a synopsis (1-2 pages long)
The first 50 pages of your manuscript
Australian Literary Management
Please send us a sample of your work as an
attachment to an email. Please send a synopsis of
one or two pages, and a sample chapter or chapters
of up to fifty pages. Please note: format your work as
Rich Text Format
Curtis Brown, Australia
We ask that all submissions be mailed to us in hard copy. We require you to send in a
short synopsis (maximum 2 pages) and THREE chapters (the first and any other two).
All should be printed out double spaced, on one side of an A4 page with at least 30mm
margins. Please do not staple or bind the pages - a single fold back clip is preferred.

Publishing Options



How big is your readership?



How big is your back-list?



How big is your budget?



The Great eBook debate

Working with Editors


Critical Friends



Writer's groups



Manuscript assessors



Book doctors



Freelance editors



Structural editors



Copy editors



Proofreaders
Structural editing is . . .
Objectivity and suggestions
Clarity, meaning, inconsistency
Form, structure, grammar, proofreading

Copy editing is . . .
spelling
capitalization
punctuation
grammar
sentence structure
subject/verb agreement
consistent verb tense
word usage

Social Media 101


Do I need an online presence? Yes! Why?
To be seen?
To promote?

To be discovered?
Primary reason is to connect.
Humans are hardwired to belong to a
community of 150 members and that is
where readers are coming from. Meet
them there!
Think:
What is your story?
Who are your readers?
Where do you feel drawn to?

Get a WEB Life!
Twitter
Blogger
Linkedin
FaceBook
Wordpress
Live Journal
Start with a website or blog and
build up from there. It’s meant to
be fun, not a chore.

Domains, HTML, CSS, Flash

Go Daddy Registered Domains
OUA Learn HTML/css

Wordpress.com

More WordPress Video Tutorials for Beginners: Step by Step Learn WordPress
Tutorial

Connect for Support

Connect and Participate
Active, successful bloggers
are part of a close, helpful
online community. They read,
subscribe and participate.

The absolute best way for a writer to
attract traffic to their blog is by visiting
and, most importantly, commenting on
other writer’s blogs.

To have a friend, be a friend!

Be Seen While You ‘Wait’
The digital editors and publishers
will notice your contributions!

Twitter
Join forums
Genre communities

Leave comments
Discuss books

Online Etiquette
Basic netiquette for authors.
Be civil.
Responding with defensive
comments can escalate into
flaming. Not a good look for
any author.
Becoming breezy with
negativity means moving
away from defense and
towards awareness.
Ask if there is something to
learn. 5 tips to help.
Linda Hamilton as Sarah
Conner in The Terminator

Every rejection or critique
brings you a step closer to
your goal!

How Are You Visioning it?
See yourself as successful. Vision
your creative works reaching others!

Your own beliefs are actually the most
powerful forces that influence your
existence. - Harry Palmer, founder of
Avatar

Practice the new thought. It works. It’s that
uncomplicated! Just pick the new thought that
represents the belief you want, and invest
some time in it. The more you think it, the more
you build that neural pathway in your brain, the
more natural it becomes to entertain it, and
pretty soon, with enough repetition, you’ve got
a new belief on board. Jeannette Maw

Go for the Unrealistic
It’s unrealistic to bend a piece of metal and fly people over the ocean in it but
fortunately the Wright brothers didn’t think so. – Will Smith
Step #1 If you have a dream, develop the skills to
deliver it.
Step #2 You don’t set out to write a 160,000 word
novel. You write a page a day and in one year, you
have it.

Step #3 Say you can. He who says he can and he
who says he can’t are both correct. Confucius.
Step #4 Know your motivations. There is no ‘right’ or
‘wrong’ motivation for your artistry. Know Thyself.
Step #5 Decide, devote, deliver. Just decide that you
will do it, that you will achieve your dream. Devote
your whole heart to it, and deliver
Bonus tip. Remind yourself to go for the unrealistic.

What’s Your Next Step?

Writing and revising
Critique, assessment, editing
Query, Query, Query
Deadlines and commitments
Social media and PR

